Individual-based models are complex and they normally have an elevated number of input parameters which must be tuned in order to reproduce the experimental or observed data as accurately as possible. Hence one of the weakest points of such kind of models is the fact that rarely the modeler has the enough information about the correct values or even the acceptable range for the input parameters. Therefore, several parameter combinations must be checked to find an acceptable set of input factors minimizing the deviations of simulated and observed data. In practice, most of the times, is computationally unfeasible to traverse the complete search space to check all parameter combination in order to find the best of them. That is precisely the kind of combinatorial problem suitable for evolutionary computation techniques. In this work we present the EvoPER, an R package for simplifying the parameter estimation using evolutionary computation techniques. The current version of EvoPER includes implementations of PSO, SA and ACO algorithms for parameter estimation of models generated with the open source agent-based modeling toolkit Repast. 
INTRODUCTION

23
The Individual-based modeling and simulation is a powerful methodology which is having more and more 24 adoptions between researchers and practitioners of distinct branches of ecological modeling and microbial 25 consortia. Certainly one of the main reasons for the success of this approach is the extreme simplicity for 26 capturing micro-level properties, stochasticity and spatially complex phenomena without the requirement 27 of a high level of mathematical background (Grimm and Railsback (2005) ). But the counterpart of that 28 facility to build complex models, is the difficulty to make credible results which can be attributed in part 29 to the fact that modelers are prone to circumvent a thoroughly analysis for simulation output.
30
There are several reasons for the situation previously mentioned. The first and perhaps most important 31 is that modeling and simulation is a vast discipline with a broad and complex body of knowledge having a are not completely mastered from modelers coming from disperse domains like biology, ecology or even 34 computer science. Of course, this should not be an obstacle for the development of good models by 35 the practitioners. We believe that the availability of easy tools for the model tuning and analysis which 36 efficiently encapsulate such complex subject can greatly help to improve the quality and significance of 37 simulation results.
38
In the next sections we will describe the scope and the usage examples of the EvoPER R package 39 which has been developed for facilitating the tasks of estimating the parameters of Individuals-based 40 models.
BACKGROUND
42
The terms model calibration and parameter estimation, although informally are used interchangeably 43 and being functionally similar are semantically distinct entities having a different scope and objectives.
44
In order to provide a more formal definition of these terms let us briefly define the basic structure of a 45 mathematical model. A model is normally expressed as some form of the algebraic composition expressing 46 the relationship between of three element types, namely the independent variables, the dependent or the 47 state variables and finally the constants. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, a model expressing some 48 linear relationship between variables is shown bellow 49 y = α + β x where x and y are independent and the state variable respectively and α and β are the model constants.
50
The model constants are referred as the model parameters which necessarily do not have to have any 51 correspondence to some element in the system being modeled (Beck and Arnold (1977) ). The direct 52 problem is, being known the model structure and also knowing the independent variables and the 53 parameters, to estimate the value of state variable. Of course this oversimplified case is rarely seen when 54 modeling real systems, especially when dealing with biological systems. In addition, in the most cases 55 the constants and the independent variables are impossible to observe directly being also unknown the 56 right model structure for representing the system under study.
57
Usually the only value elucidated experimentally or backed by observations of some population data 58 is the state variable; therefore, the parameters which are the structural part of model must be estimated 59 having as the only reference, the measurements of dependent variable. Hence the term calibration can be On the other hand, the parameter estimation is the task of estimating the values of the constants of approach is based on using acceptable ranges for the model outputs being the most straightforward one.
76
That approach is also known as categorical calibration and works defining intervals for the model output and requires that the underlying distribution must be known.
83
In order to explore the search space, the calibration process requires many model executions as well 84 as many evaluations of goodness of fit function over the output data in order to find the best estimation for 85 the model parameters. This is a computationally expensive task, especially in the case of Individual-based 86 space and modify them dynamically to search for neighboring solutions which could approximate better 94 to the minima. The exact method depends on the evolutionary algorithm chosen for parameter estimation.
95
DESCRIPTION
96
In order to facilitate the parameter estimation task of Individual-based models we introduce the GNU R The basic PSO algorithm uses the idea of particles moving in a multidimensional search space being 115 the direction controlled by the velocity. The velocity has two components, one towards to the direction 116 of best value of particle p i and other towards to the best value found in the neighborhood of particle p i 117 (Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) ). The behavior and convergence of the algorithm is controlled by the 118 particle population size and by the φ 1 , φ 2 parameters which respectively controls the particle acceleration 119 towards the local and the neighbor best. The algorithm implementation and the default values for the 120 algorithm parameters follows the guidelines and standard values provided by (Clerc (2012) ).
121
On the other hand, the Simulated Annealing uses the idea of cooling scheme to control how the 122 problem solutions are searched. The algorithm generates an initial solution and then iterates, searching for 123 neighbor solutions accepting new solutions when they are better than the current solution or with some 124 probability P which is function of current temperature and the cost of solutions. Important parameters are 125 the initial temperature T 0 , the final temperature and the cooling scheme Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) . In our 126 implementation the default function for temperature update is T = αT , being α the parameter controlling 127 how fast the temperature is decremented.
128
The package designed using an object-oriented approach being structured around the classes repre- classes and the main methods is given in Table 1 . Override superclass method to the specific function call.
137
The object oriented approach allows the easy extension of the package for other types of Individual-138 based modeling tools or methods. As can be seen in Table 1 range.
145
The workflow for carry out the parameter estimation consists in a simple sequence of steps. First,
146
an object instance of any ObjectiveFunction subclasses must be created and properly initialized. As 147 mentioned previously, currently we have two options available for parameter estimation: one for simple 148 functions which could be used for testing purposes (PlainFunction) and another for estimating parameters 
154
The optimization functions and its accessory helper functions are shown in the Table 2 for providing an 155 overview on the package contents, the package is in continuous improvement and development therefore 156 the list could change over the time. The package manual will be the most updated source of information This is a wrapper encapsulating the calls for all parameter estimation methods. The parameters are the optimization method, the ObjectiveFunction and an instance of Options class whith the suitable parameter set.
160
Most of the aspects implemented in the optimization code are standard and, perhaps the only points 161 which are specific to the EvoPER package, are the neighborhood function for pso.neighborhood.K4
162
and saa.neighborhood. The von Neumann neighborhood for particle swarm optimization is generated 163 using a topology created converting the linear collections of particles to a matrix using the R code 164 m <-matrix(seq(1,N),nrow=(ceiling(sqrt(N)))) where N is the swarm size.
165
In the case of neighborhood solution for Simulated Annealing we have used the following logic As can be seen in Figure 1 the step 1 shows the definition of a simple function to be minimized; the One of important aspects is that the syntax is simple and consistent independent of the function for respectively the growth rate of prey, the predation rate, the predation effect on predator growth rate and 210 finally the death rate of predator. The session output is presented in Figure 5 where the values for the 16 # S t e p 3 17 f $ P a r a m e t e r ( name=" c1 " , min = 0 . 5 , max = 8 ) 18 f $ P a r a m e t e r ( name=" c2 " , min = 0 . 5 , max = 8 ) 19 f $ P a r a m e t e r ( name=" c3 " , min = 0 . 5 , max = 8 ) 20 f $ P a r a m e t e r ( name=" c4 " , min = 0 . 5 , max = 8 ) 
CONCLUSIONS
214
The systematic parameter estimation should be a fundamental part of individual-based modeling but c2 c3 c4 p s e t f i t n e s s 6 1 0 . 6 3 0 5 8 6 2 0 . 8 1 4 6 1 6 9 1 . 1 9 2 9 1 1 1 . 6 1 1 7 3 1 4 5 . 0 1 2 7 1 e −03 7 > f $ s t a t s ( ) . An example of tuning the oscillation period of predator-prey model. The objective function can be tweaked to reproduce any desired output behavior. The most common one is to assess the quality of fit between simulated and experimental data but it is no limited and can be used to find parameter combinations which generate some global behavior. In this figure we can observe how x and y species, respectively the prey and predator components oscillates with an approximated period of 24 hours using the parameter combination shown in Figure 5 .
